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Secure Mobile Applications
• Development and maintenance of secure mobile 
application software is a difficult undertaking
• Mobile applications have increased in popularity
• Little consideration for software security
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Consequences of Failure
• Consequences of exploits increase in severity
• Security failure exposes vulnerabilities
• Results in financial loss or degraded credibility
• Starbucks 
• did not enforce strong passwords 
• did not secure the process of changing an email account
• Citi-Bank
• Stored unencrypted personal information
Cryptographic Misuse
• Cryptographic misuse is quickly becoming one of the 
most common issues in software development
• Attackers make use of these vulnerabilities
• Seek zero day exploits
Encryption Misuse Patterns
FIREBUGS
Finding & Repairing Bugs
• An automated approach is needed to:
• Address security issues
• Detect security vulnerabilities
• Dynamically repair problems
• I propose an automated approach towards:
• Finding and Repairing Bugs based on security patterns
FIREBUGS
• This project aims to: 
• Detect security vulnerabilities
• Automate generation of repair patches
• Dynamically apply bug fixes at runtime
• Develop proof-of-concept protype:
• Open source Eclipse IDE plugin
• Security pattern representation in a repair template
• Vulnerable program localization
• Repair patch generation
• Dynamic patch adaptation at runtime
Contributions
The main contributions of this research are:
1. Security patterns representing required 
behaviors
2. Encoding common repair patterns to fix 
vulnerable anomalies
3. An automated approach that leverages security 
patterns to detect security vulnerabilities
4. Generates repair patches
5. Patches dynamically weaved into program at 
runtime
Research Questions
1. How well does FIREBUGS represent security 
patterns?
2. How accurately does FIREBUGS generate repair 
patches?
Cryptographic Algorithms
AES: 
Advanced 
Encryption 
Standard
ECB: 
Electronic 
Codebook
The simplest of 
the encryption 
modes
SHA-1:
Secure Hash 
Algorithm 1
160 bit hash
1600 bit hash
Motivating Example
Weak Key
Weak Encryption 
Algorithm
Weak Hash 
Function
Static Analysis and
Code Transformation
• FIREBUGS utilizes program slicing and data flow 
analysis techniques to identify semantically dependent 
statements for finding vulnerabilities
• Eclipse Java Development Tools & Java Model
• parse code into Abstract Syntax Trees (AST)
• Analyze vulnerable & adjacent locations
Static Analysis and
Code Transformation
• Generate repair patch based upon edit operations in 
templates
• Perform change impact analysis
• To detect behavior modifications caused by repair changes
• Using Aspect-Oriented Programming
• Encapsulate adaptation concerns for repairs
• Aspects to be woven into join points of match locations 
through dynamic runtime adaptation
Data Analysis
2,800 repositories from GitHub selected
200 found to use javax.crypto API
Eclipse Plug-in Screenshot
Code Fragment
Method Invocation
Code Fragment
PwDatabaseV4
Eclipse Plug-In Output
FIREBUGS - Quick Demo
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Conclusion - FIREBUGS
The ultimate goal is to provide tool-assisted 
capabilities to automatically reduce software 
maintenance burdens of the number of outstanding 
software defects that exceed available resources.
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